Fifty years of Interjute: From jute to synthetics
Interjute, located in Hulst in the Dutch province

of the new company - in fact, a resuscitation of

five years we had to close shop there. We

of Zeeland, is one of Europe’s largest suppliers

‘Benny Cohen’s Jutemaatschappij’. A cousin of the

recovered part of our investment, as we were

of synthetic, cotton, jute and mixed fibre bags.

American boss travelled with Arend, in order to

supported by the Israeli government. However,

The company’s founder is Arend Wessels. For

help him get things under way. “On March 1, 1958,

they kept us waiting three years for the amount

some fifty years he travelled all over the world

the new company, from which Interjute would

that was owed us and by then it had devalued

for his business, and with great pleasure. This is

originate later, officially started. The office was

considerably. That is simply bad luck”.

immediately evident from the enthusiasm with

located on Groenendaal in the city of Rotterdam. It

which he tells you about Interjute’s colourful

was very hot there that summer. Maybe it was only

history. Together with Frans Romers, for many

me who thought it was hot. However that may be,

Incredible

years his right hand at Interjute, he looks back

still in that same year I moved to Botersloot, to the

In 1963 the Americans that had appointed

on half a century of Interjute.

Rotterdam Savings Bank building. It was in that

Arend Wessels as director of ‘Benny Cohen’s

period that I met Frans Romers. He was to become

Jutemaatschappij’, the company that had been

the vice director eventually”.

resuscitated in 1958, needed money. They wanted

Interjute was officially founded on March 1, 1958.
At that time the company was still called ‘Benny

to sell their shares in the company. They had

Cohen’s Jutemaatschappij’ [Benny Cohen Jute

invested 100,000 guilders and now needed to

Arend Wessels.

Company]. This name originates from the founders

Challenge

have a couple million guilders back. “We did have

of this trade firm, a Jewish-American family, who

Arend Wessels’ father was chief of the wages

it, only not in money but in goods”, says Arend

500,000”. No interest, I did not mention it and he

started trading in jute bags in 1927. Jute was a

administration at SHV (Carbon Trade Association).

Wessels. “They needed the cash very urgently.

did not ask about it. Eventually he agreed. 500,000

booming business in those days. There were some

Romers had just finished school and had started

So I had to find someone who wanted to buy

cash and 500,000 in five years, all this without

200 bag traders in the Netherlands. Just before the

there as a junior clerk. “When my father heard

their shares in the business. I did not have any

any interest. That was a shoo-in of course. All of a

war, the owners escaped to the United States and

what I was going to do he said: ‘I know a guy

money myself either, only shares. I had not paid

sudden the idea had occurred to me, just like that.

the company was closed down. But on paper it

who is just cut out for you’. Of course he could

dividends, so what do you want? While I was

Next, we refurbished the buildings. You can’t miss

still existed.

not be too expensive, as I had no income yet,

looking for someone to help us with the money

them when you drive from Hulst to the border”.

only expenses. I invited Frans Romers, who was

I suddenly remembered a friend who was in the

seventeen at the time, for an interview. He told me

coal import business. That business was dying. The

The “bag trade”

some things about himself, from which it became

government required the Coal and Steel Board

Backburner

“After I had finished school, I ended up in the ‘bag

clear that he had the necessary administrative

to curtail the import of coal from America; from

The move to Hulst around 1982 was Interjute’s

trade’, as it was called then”, Arend Wessels begins

knowledge at his disposal. He also understood

now on coal had to come from the Dutch and

definitive farewell to the used jute bag trade.

his story. “Next I had to fulfil my two years of

some things about working in an office and so I

European mines. That meant that the end was

They changed to synthetic bags, mainly made of

military service, which made me forget again what

hired him on the spot”. Frans Romers: “I had heard

near for my friend’s business. The current business

polypropylene. Arend Wessels: “Anything can be

working was. My wife to be did not like me being

about the trip to America from Mr Wessels’ father.

was liquidated and my friend was left with a big

printed on these bags. In our heyday we printed

idle at all. So I began working at ‘Leijendekkers

For me as a young man it was of course a great

bag of cash from his company. Now he wanted

450,000 bags a day. We still print, but on a smaller

Zakkenhandel’ in Vlaardingen, in those days a

challenge to help get a newly founded company

that money to work for him. I went to see him and

scale. The printed bags were mainly intended

company in good standing that dealt in used

off the ground. There was a lot of good intention

I knocked on the door of the Anker Coal Company

for the export of sugar, flour, etc. from Europe

jute bags. As purchaser I became one of the most

and together we would make a go of it”.

in Rotterdam. I did not tell him that it was about

to developing countries. For some time now the

important people there. I travelled all over Europe

myself, but I outlined to him a story of ‘a company

European Union has put the sugar export from

and received a lot of recognition for my efforts.

that was having a problem’: there was a capital

Europe on the backburner in order to give more

Millions of bags

shortage at the moment the American directors

opportunity to developing countries such as

In those first days Arend Wessels and his firm

wanted their money back. They were not asking

Brazil. As a result we hardly export sugar bags

traded mainly in used bags. These were for the

for more than there was in the books though.

from Europe anymore. On account of this kind of

most part bags that had been used for shipping

Nor did they want compensation for the circle of

development our business is becoming smaller.

cocoa beans, coffee beans, wheat and flour. “The

clients they had built up. I told him what the yearly

But I guess we will think of something new soon.

shipping of these products involved millions of

profit capacity of the company was and that they

We have around 30,000 m2 warehouse space.

bags at a time. We bought up the empty bags,

had excellent personnel. He replied: “If things are

Parts of this have been rented out to third parties,

cleaning them in many cases, and turned them

as you say they are, you got a deal. How do I find

but if we needed the space again, we’d be able to

inside out so you could not see the brand names

out if it is all true?” I said he could have the matter

expand.”

anymore. Then they were either reused in Europe

checked by Klijnveld Kraayenhof (now KPMG). And

or shipped to Africa, to be filled there again with

I added: “Hans, there is one thing I have not told

products from the interior that were carried to the

you yet: this is about my business”. “So then it’s a

Packaging

ports. After arriving in the ports everything was

deal!”, he said. From pure relief and happiness I

Interjute is almost fifty years old. That you need

put into new jute bags for export. I often travelled

made a little dance around his office, there and

a lot of creativity to guarantee the continuity of

to West Africa in those days, one of the largest

then. Of course we did have the books checked.

a company, in spite of unfavourable economic

cocoa exporting areas in the world. At that time

At the first meeting after the books had been

conditions, is something that Arend Wessels is

Among other things I got a new car every year

we also invested in machines that compressed the

approved Hans said: ‘First you owned 30% of the

well aware of. “In the past we were able to do

– and not a small one either -, a very decent salary

bags into the smallest possible packages. That was

shares, but let us raise that to 50%, because you

lots of business with West and South Africa.

and an expense account. I stayed some eight years

because transportation costs were calculated not

brought the company to us’. I had not expected

When at a certain moment the economic boycott

at Leijendekkers. By 1957 I had married and we

according to weight but according to volume. We

that at all. ‘And in a year you will be paid a bonus

against South Africa was declared, one of the

had bought a house in the town of Vlaardingen;

had the biggest press of its kind in Europe”.

of one million’, he added. Can you image that,

consequences was that the export of new jute

getting one million guilders? It was incredible”.

bags to South Africa from India and Bangladesh

Arend Wessels and Frans Romers with the wind in their sails.

we lived there for five years.”

At the same time the shares were sold, the name

– important producers of new jute bags – was

Careful work

‘Benny Cohen’s Jutemaatschappij’ was changed

halted. Africa was then forced to import used

Adventure

“At that same time we discovered that in America

to Internationale Jute Maatschappij [International

bags, simply because they were unable to get new

Before becoming a purchaser at Leijendekkers,

the cultivation and export of cotton were being

Jute Company]. The current name Interjute came

bags. Also as a result of that economic boycott,

Arend Wessels worked a while for acquaintances

subsidised. Cotton had to be packaged in

to be used after the company moved to Hulst in

of the owners of ‘Benny Cohen’s Jutemaatschappij’.

accordance with norms issued by the American

1982. The people of Zeeland preferred the shorter

They were also of American origin. In those post-

government. We studied this matter closely, to

“Interjute” over the longer official company name.

war reconstruction years, Europe was considerably

see if we could not do that too. You had to be very

dependent on the United States. “They exported

careful. Bags for the shipping of cotton had to

large quantities of sugar to Europe in bags. Those

meet special requirements, for reasons of hygiene,

24/7

bags had to be traced and bought so they could

among others. Also, they were not allowed to have

In 1960, when Interjute’s main office was still on

start a second life as merchandise. The Americans

more than a certain number of seams. The reason

Botersloot in Rotterdam, the company rented

that I had worked for briefly, before my time at

for these very strict rules soon revealed itself to

a warehouse at Rhoon, a stone’s throw from

Leijendekkers, then approached me and asked me

me: in America too they emptied bags and then

Rotterdam. Out of this warehouse bags were

if I wanted to work for them. I told my boss about

tried to sell them further. So the rules had been

repaired, sorted, compressed and shipped to

this but regretted it within half a year. I noticed

made in fact to protect the American bag industry.

West Africa and later also to the United States.

that I suddenly was not appreciated anymore for

I travelled to Washington several times to find out

Frans Romers: “In 1975 Interjute had a chance

what I was doing, although they paid me well.

what was and what was not allowed. They made

to buy the warehouse, including a factory that

They formulated it as follows: ‘Either you are sick

it clear that they were not waiting for foreigners.

was in operation there, a lead factory. When we

and in bed or you are travelling’. The days that I

They’d rather have seen my American colleagues

received that offer, we bought out the Anker

was sick could be counted on the fingers of one

get the business”.

Coal Company, and so Mr Wessels became the

normal freight to South Africa became terribly

sole owner and main stockholder. In Rhoon we

expensive. We wanted to circumvent those

hand. And of course I did travel a lot. In those days

were not able to find people, in spite of the 20%

enormous shipping costs. After lots of thinking

behind your desk. My boss’s words continued

Cutting up bags

unemployment rate at that time. Repairing bags

a brilliant idea was born: we made it appear

to rankle though, and a year later I decided to

Frans Romers remembers very well how the bags

was a dying trade. That is why we simply were

as if the bags we were sending to South Africa

go back once more to the proposal from the

were prepared so they qualified for packaging

not able to find suitable workers and at a certain

were packing material that was being returned.

Americans. I phoned them a number of times

cotton. “The bags were cut open along the long

moment that led us to the conclusion that we

Obviously, this was not the case, for the bags

but at that moment they were not interested in

sides to form a long piece of cloth. Next you

could not continue in Rhoon. Meanwhile we had

were not returned to the same address, but to

me. After some relatives in Rotterdam intervened

sewed two of these pieces together, thus forming

you could hardly do your work as a purchaser from

also taken over a company in Zeeland that came

new addresses every time. These were shipments

on my behalf, they invited me to come over for

with a lot of land and so we looked to Zeeland for

of hundreds, sometimes thousands of tonnes.

a talk after all. They had decided to set up a new

further expansion. In those days we had contacts

We were able to keep this up for years, simply

business and I had to fly to the United States.

with Unilever and they offered us hundreds of

because nobody discovered our ruse, not even our

At 28, I thought this an enormous adventure. In

thousands of bags to be cleaned and repaired. Our

competitors”.

addition, I had to leave my wife who was 7 months

trucks were coming and going 24/7.”

pregnant at the time, behind”.
Know-how and service
Strange customer

Of the approximately two hundred bag traders

Pyjama bottoms

In the late seventies the used bag trade declined

that were active in the Netherlands in the days

The trip to America is still vivid in Arend Wessels’

further. It was too time consuming for the factories

that Arend Wessels learned the trade, only less

mind. It was a very cold winter in the United

to open the bags. Frans Romers: “Unravelling

than ten still remain. That Interjute can still

States. On arrival he was received by an old friend

the bags was too labour intensive. Export to

consider itself among the first in the business is

that had offered him to stay at his house. “I had

America was in decline too; our people were

due to  knowledge of the market and  excellent

an appointment the very next morning for an

becoming too expensive. The numbers of bags

service. “In fifty years we have built up an

interview with the man who might be my future

we processed went down from 24 to 10 million

enormous know-how”, Arend Wessels explains.

employer. This was on a Sunday and the meeting

one of the two pieces of cloth needed for the new

bags per year before our very eyes. This was too

“That know-how is to the direct advantage of

was to take place at his home on Park Avenue, in

bags that the cotton was packaged in. Then these

small a volume to still earn enough money, for

our clients. We have an extensive network of

the heart of New York. In the morning my friend

pieces were compressed into bales in order to get

we had a sizable organisation of some 70 people.

producers and are able to satisfy every wish. You

put me on the train, as he could not drive me

the smallest possible packages. The United States

Mr Wessels’ departure to Switzerland also had its

have no idea what kinds of requests people make.

there because of the bad weather. I arrived at

was exporting some nine to ten million bales of

consequences for the company”. Arend Wessels:

Very often they also lack product knowledge.

Pennsylvania Station. I lined up for a taxi, with

cotton yearly to Europe and the Third World. For

“Many people would call me a strange customer if

Then we work out exactly which bags are most

thousands of others. Eventually I decided to

each bale they needed four bags. You can imagine

I stoutly insisted that tax conditions in Switzerland

suitable for the goods that they want to ship. This

continue on foot. The weather was filthy. At 1 p.m.,

that this bulk export benefited us greatly. As Mr

played no role at all in the choice of my new

is not simple, although you might think so at first.

exactly on time, I arrived at the appointed place.

Wessels explained, meeting the specifications

residence. What carried more weight, however,

It is simply a fascinating trade, certainly on the

My trousers were soaked. The porter who opened

of the American government was not within

was that I was really fed up with the working

level where we are working. At secondary school

the door did not even want to let me in at first

everybody’s reach. It was not terribly difficult,

climate in the Netherlands. People often looked

I studied Latin and Greek and after graduating I

because I was wet through and through. Eventually

but it was slightly outside our professional area.

at you grudgingly just because you were driving a

went straight into the bag trade. Friends of mine

he ceded and led me upstairs. I met the man who

We then began to specialize in it and it brought

big luxury car. I did not think that I deserved this

became doctors and dentists, and sometimes

indeed was to become my boss. He could not stand

us good money. Furthermore, our advantage

jealousy and envy. After all I had started out with

you got the feeling that you were looked down

seeing me so wet and gave me a pair of pyjama

compared with many others in our field was that

a bicycle. Moreover, it was my opinion that I had

upon. Still I have always been able to earn a good

we had excellent contacts with America. At the

well made my contribution to the Dutch economy.

living. But without Frans Romers I would never

height of this cotton boom we were using special

Yet, I felt that I still had obligations towards my

have made it. Now we are both retired but we

little machines to cut the bags open and we had

family and my co-workers and I felt that I had

are still working”. Arend Wessels stopped fifteen

a whole battery of people working full time, who

to continue. I could still fulfil my duty more

years ago and Romers in March 2007. Two sons of

did not do anything but cut up bags”.

than adequately out of Switzerland. And don’t

Arend Wessels learned the trade at their father’s

forget that by then my sons were old enough to

knee. Both of them have been with Interjute for

take over the company and, as I saw it, I should

more than twenty years already, one as director,

Simply bad luck

not be in their way”. Frans Romers: “At a certain

the other as export manager. “How the company

Bags are and were used to transport a very wide

moment the used bag trade began to peter out.

will develop, I do not know. Nobody can see the

range of products. Supply and demand are in

We changed to synthetic bags. Those had to be

future. However, my sons have a good dose of

constant flux in the market, and you have to

bought mainly in the Eastern European countries

common sense and are enterprising enough to

anticipate and adapt to these changes as quickly

and in the Far East, a task that Mr Wessels could

make something of it. I hope that later when they

as possible if you want to keep your company

perform out of Geneva without any problem”.

look back upon their career they will be as satisfied

healthy. Arend Wessels has this experience too.

and content as I am now. In any case, I have had

“The whole world is your market. So you must

the time of my life in a world class company”.

bottoms to put on. At 3 p.m. we went out for lunch

always keep abreast of all the developments.

A shoo-in

and then I was proclaimed director of the company

If you see a growing demand somewhere, you

Once the decision had been made in the early

to be established. In the service of an American

need to respond to it immediately. In the past

eighties to make the move from Rhoon to

company shortly to be opened in Rotterdam, it

this meant for us opening new branches of the

Zeeland, a new office was projected, drawings

would be my job to purchase used bags in Europe,

company in foreign locations that were attractive

were made, and a building permit was applied for.

destined for America and other places. I would also

to us. You always hope for something like that to

Arend Wessels: “While we were on that track, our

immediately get a share in the profits, as well as a

turn out well but it can end in disappointment

neighbour came over for a chat. He was the owner

share in the capital. Capital I did not have, so it had

too. In the early sixties, for example, we did a

of the Desso carpet factories, was about to move

to be borrowed”.

lot of business with Israel. This eventually led,

to Dendermonde and wanted to sell his buildings.

in 1962, to the foundation of a company in

He wanted a million, but I did not want to give

South Israel, on the edge of the Negev desert.

him more than 500,000. That was unacceptable

Resuscitation

The business carried the name Arizot Kohav,

for him of course. Later we heard that he was at a

Considering that Arend Wessels was on the North-

which means something like “shining star”. The

fair in Utrecht. We drove up and I said: “I would like

American continent already, his new boss thought

director was of Greek origin and all the staff were

to talk about those buildings again. I still want to

that he might as well visit New Orleans, Houston

from Argentina. They were new immigrants, to

pay 500,000 guilders and not one cent more”. He

and Los Angeles, and upon his return to New

whom we had to pay only half a salary because

said: “You know the price is one million and that

York report his experiences with the American

of subsidies from the Israeli government. In

is what I want for them”. I answered then: “I found

bag traders. After these visits, they discussed the

Argentina they had all been little shopkeepers

the following solution for this: I give you 500,000

return journey to Europe and the foundation

so they were not used to working hard. After

guilders now and in five years’ time the other

interjute - Nobody Else Can Do This
In 1994 Arend Wessels withdrew from daily

bags in stock. Then, whenever an order is placed,

will insist that you promised that the bags would be

involvement in his company. By then his two sons,

all you do is take the bags off the shelves and ship

delivered on time. To be able to keep the chance of

Ed and Ron, had taken over the management of

them. “I wish it were that simple”, Ed says. “Often

this sort of surprise at a minimum, we always inquire

Interjute. At the time they had been active in the

we know beforehand that a country buys, let’s say,

far in advance what we are going to transport and

company for 11 and 7 years respectively. They had

100,000 tonnes of fertilizer per year. So in that case

what kind of documents are needed. We never start

already gathered a great deal of experience in the

we know the country of destination and we make

driving or sailing just saying: ‘It went well last time.’

international bag trade. Nevertheless, they have

sure to have enough bags in stock. What we do not

After all, a bag buyer is not interested in documents.

often been, and still are, surprised by unexpected

know yet, however, is where this fertilizer is going to

We take care of that for him”.

turns in the business world. But no challenge is too

be supplied from. If it is going to be from the Black

Ron: “Of course we carry enormous responsibilities.

daunting for them and they try to find a solution to

Sea or from Baltic ports, chances are that we will be

We make promises to our buyers and at the same

every problem. They love telling their story about

asked to supply the bags because we have good

time we depend on external factors, such as our bag

Interjute, going back to the days when they were

connections there and, of course, because of our

suppliers and customs, but also weather conditions

still schoolboys.

favourable geographical location. But if it turns out

and international conflicts. You have to remain

that the fertilizer is going to be supplied by Egypt or
Arend Wessels was a businessman who travelled a

realistic. If everybody lets you down, your promise
is not worth anything anymore either. Therefore we

lot. He was home only sporadically. “You quickly got

always try to estimate – on the basis of experience

used to that”, says Ed, the elder of the two sons. “You

– what the risks are. If possible we always keep an

grew up with the fact that your father was working

extra week in our back pocket, in case something

long weeks. During school vacations we often

goes wrong with the supplier or with the ship. But it

helped out in the Interjute-warehouses. This usually

can also happen that both the supplier and the ship

meant unloading trucks and sorting the many kinds

are running one week behind. That is called bad luck.

of bags. In the port of Rotterdam we helped unload

If then the client’s ship is also a week late, you are in

wagons with used jute bags from East Germany – by

luck again. But there are some deals where you are

hand. Later we also drove forklifts. But at that time

holding your breath”.
Edward (centre) and Ron Wessels at the helm.

we did not yet have the wish to work for Interjute on
a permanent basis.
In 1979, after secondary school in The Netherlands

More Understanding

and sometimes there are three in a row. As soon

and a business training in Switzerland – I was 21 at

Ron and Ed could charge for the risks they run with

as the ship with 25,000 tonnes of fertilizer arrives,

the time – I worked in northern Germany for two

their orders by a surcharge on the bag price. But that

bags have to be ready there, for fertilizer is bagged

years. From that time my interest in Interjute began

Saudi Arabia, it is not so obvious that they will ask us

is not the way they work at Interjute. Ron: “We have

quayside. The bags are shipped directly from the

to grow. My father had moved to Switzerland by

to supply the bags and there is a chance that we will

been sued for damages and then there is always a

Far East. Through expertise and word of mouth, our

then, and although he still firmly pulled the strings, I

get stuck with those bags.

lot of money involved. Over the last few years we

position in the East African region has become very

kind of liked the idea of having him at a nice distance.

Another story is Libya, a country that imports wheat

have noticed that, in cases where things do not go

strong by now. This is one of the reasons that during

Nobody else from the Wessels family was here

flour from, among other places, Europe. Libya is the

perfectly and it is clearly not our fault, our clients are

this years’ campaign we did about 80% of all the

anymore, as Ron was in the U.S. at that moment.”

only destination that prescribes packaging for wheat

more understanding. Because in principle, what we

existing business, so we scored very well. Of course

Ron was 17 when he finished secondary school, a bit

flour that consists of a combination of cotton and

do, they do too. They too have a number of deals

in projects of this size it is fundamental that you can

young to start university. “As I had completed school

polypropylene. For us the crucial question is this: Will

going on; they too have a ship and, for example, buy

fully trust your suppliers”.

so early, I had the opportunity to do something

they change to 100% polypropylene bags or not?

fertilizer from a supplier who may or may not be

And if so, what are we going to do with the cotton/

on time. They understand very well that when we

polypropylene bags that are lying in our warehouses

book three containers on a container ship, we do not

A Stroke of Luck

at that moment? We will never get rid of those

have control of that ship, while when they charter a

“Although every now and then tensions can run high

anymore, for there is not one single other destination

complete ship, it in fact is “their ship”.

at Interjute, we are usually able to heave a sigh of
relief in the end. The fact that we have fifty years of

that requires wheat flour to be packaged in cotton/

experience in our portfolio by now generally makes

polypropylene bags.”
Silence is Golden

for smooth going, business-wise.” Sometimes you

As in almost all fields of trade, the client usually

have an unexpected lucky break. “It may happen

Behind Your Back

expects orders to be dealt with punctually and

that you find yourself with a large amount of bags

The European Community is one of the funders

properly. “That is the way things are done. Interjute

in store which you cannot use for their original

of the World Food Programme. Part of this food

owes us this according to the agreement”. Although

purpose, for example because a different type of

is transported in bags. Here too it is in Interjute’s

understanding on the part of the clients has

bag is prescribed or an order is cancelled for some

interests to anticipate as accurately as possible

noticeably increased, it still happens now and

reason or other. So then, if there suddenly is a flood,

how many bags and of what type they will have

then that they make a lot of fuss if, against all

however sad that may be for the people involved,

to buy. Ed: “At a certain moment the EC wanted to

expectations, something goes wrong. Ed: “In my

you have a chance to get rid of your surplus stock.

different for a year before taking up my law studies,”

standardize packaging. The standardisation would

time at Interjute I have learned how important it

Thus, during the floods in Germany a couple of years

Ron says. “I decided to go and attend the senior

be very strict. One day we got a call from Paris: ‘Did

is to keep your mouth shut sometimes, because

ago, in no time flat we got rid of five million bags

year at an American high school.” They called it “post

we know that there would be a meeting in Paris the

people from different backgrounds, nationalities,

that were uselessly lying around in our warehouses”,

graduate”. I did not do it for the education as such; I

next day about the new specifications?’ In those days

cultures have such specific ways of dealing with

Ron remembers as if it were yesterday.

wanted the experience. The school I went to was set

we were supplying some 60% of the total quantity of

each other that you will have to pay dearly if you

up in a military way: rooms were inspected in the

the bags for the Food Programme. I immediately got

do not take this into account. You must always

mornings, followed by roll call. It was a strict discipline

on the phone to one of the officials in Brussels. The

maintain an attitude of modesty. Arend once

but it did not do me any harm”.

good man advised me to attend the first meeting

said: ‘You are not more than a button on a coat - if

of the standardization committee. I went there

that’. Thus in the course of all these years I have

together with a number of competitors. The surprise

learned that it is better to mark time every now

Take over or leave

among those already present was enormous, when

and then. We are able to assess situations quickly

After returning from the U.S., Ron began his law

we walked in there in a huff. When the meeting

and therefore almost always have an answer ready.

studies. This was a tougher study than he had

started it turned out that a French bag producer had

Yet it turns out very often that, indeed, silence is

imagined. It was 1981 and Ed had just started at

already been practically appointed president of the

golden. One tends to forget sometimes that people

Interjute. Ron: “I thought it might be interesting for

committee. His card had already been printed. Any

are under stress. They have booked a ship that if

me to do something in business too, and I decided

objections? Six hands in the back of the room went

delayed will cost them thousands of euros a day,

to take up business studies after getting my B.A. This

up. Unfortunately these were all bag traders from

which of course stands in no proportion to the

field appealed to me from the very start. I was looking

Belgium and The Netherlands, and in the end their

much lower value of the bags. Therefore, seeing

for an opportunity to apply in a company the things

combined votes did not carry enough weight, as

things in context is a great asset in our trade”.

I had learned. I graduated, then worked in Germany

they represented only two countries. The producers

for three months and in 1985 started at  Interjute”.

were represented by countries from the south such

After working there for some years, Ron noticed that

as France, Spain, Portugal and Greece. The funny

Tremendously Different

he had regular differences of opinion with his father.

thing was that those producers first had to make the

Ron confirms Ed’s story. “You deal in bags but

“I felt that things were not going smoothly that way.

bags, and only then were they able to deliver. This

always with people. We are continually aware of

My father was always energetic and resolute – he

way you are often late in delivering the bags and,

this and we hope to thereby distinguish ourselves

still is, for that matter – and as a self-made man he

moreover, the  bags end up being almost twice as

positively from our competitors. We have a very

wanted to be involved in everything. He always had

expensive. With food aid this leads to an impossible

great deal of expertise, a wealth of experience, an

very pronounced opinions, which tended to lead to

situation because you have to be there, bags in your

excellent talent for estimating what is and what is

confrontations. When I was 32 I thought it was high

hand, in let’s say two weeks. Normally we, as bag

not possible, but on top of that we know how to

time to make a decision. Either I was going to take

traders, would sell Chinese or Indian bags to the food

treat our business relations. In the course of the

over the business, or I would leave. My father showed

programme, but that was obstructed in this way by

years we have learned a lot. In the past we had a

An unforgettable event was when someone phoned

comprehension and transferred Interjute a couple of

the European bag producers. So all kinds of things

rather straightforward black-and-white mentality.

who had bought 15,000 tonnes of fertilizer in China.

years later, which left me in the position of general

were happening behind your back. Another strange

What the client said was either good or bad. We

Ron: “He had to move that fertilizer within three

director. Until that time my father had done the

thing that surfaced in the Food Programme was

have gradually become more grey and we have

weeks, but the man could not find bags. So then we

purchasing and management out of Geneva, where

that the bags -  intended for milk powder and made

found that in that way you build up a much better

checked with all our suppliers. At a certain moment

he lived. Now I took over that task while Ed took

out of paper – were not included in the drop tests.

relationship with your clients. To mention an

we were able to buy 300,000 bags from a company

charge of sales and export.”

I proposed they change to polypropylene bags, as

example, if a client says that the bags you delivered

in China. It afterwards turned out to be the same

paper bags tear when they fall on the floor. And milk

were too small you can respond by saying that

company where the man had bought his 15,000

powder is a very large market. But apparently there

he ordered them too small, read the contract. In

tonnes of fertilizer. Thus we became middlemen

Purely Tailor Made

was a very strong paper lobby: my proposal was

the past we would have answered in this way.

without having to lift a finger. A stroke of luck that

In the early eighties the used jute bag trade began

rejected without further ado”.

Nowadays we think: This client has a problem.

does not happen every day”.

to decline, a logical consequence of the growing
demand for polypropylene bags. Nowadays
most bags are made of polypropylene. “Jute bags

Of Vital Importance

constitute hardly 1% of our turnover now. We do

Looking back is always easy. Looking ahead is much

not even keep them in stock”, Ron explains. “We

harder. For a company like Interjute too it is of vital

do keep large quantities of polypropylene bags

importance to plan for the future and to see that

in stock,  mainly standard 25- and 50-kilo bags for

time is not passing you by.

the packaging of wheat flour, fertilizer, malt, and

Ed: “Ron and I have already plotted out our road for

other things. They can be kept in stock without any

the future. In fact, without realizing it we have been

risk because you know that there will always be

doing this all along. You have to, because the market

someone who phones for them. We print the bags

changes and the demand for products changes

according to the client’s request and then send them

along with it. The need for small bags, which form

to their place of destination. Also, we often supply

the basis of our business, is diminishing in Europe.

bags directly to our clients without having to store

This leaves you with two options. Either you can

them at Interjute first. In other words: directly from

produce other products besides your basic product,

source to final destination. If a client in Argentina

Politically Coloured Decisions

How do we solve it in such a way that we are both

or you go and look for other markets. The latter

wants to buy two containers of bags, we have them

Apart from the  unexpected changes in rules such

happy in the end? Part of this is the sometimes

option has priority with us, because the bag trade

made in India, for example, and ship them directly to

as were described in connection with the European

gigantic amounts that are at stake when they sue

has always been the basis of our company. So we

San Lorenzo or Rosario.”

standardization of bags, Interjute is also regularly

for consequent damages. Let’s say you deliver

try and find other markets. But these new markets

Ed: “Big Bags we keep in stock much less. These bags

confronted with protectionist measures. “Of course

something in Hamburg. You are, whatever may be

are further away all the time. You find yourself in a

are very specifically tailored to their application.

I can understand measures that are meant to lift the

the reason, a couple of hours late. Twelve quayside

completely different world. Delivering to Spain or

Besides granules, animal feed and fertilizer they are

national economy of a country to a higher level”, says

workers are waiting for four hours, containers

France is very different from delivering to South

also often used for chemicals and raw materials.

Ron, “but often you do not even have an opportunity

cannot be unloaded, trucks are standing still and

America or West Africa. It gives you a different risk

These are purely tailor made. So most of the Big Bags

to react. Take the case of the anti-dumping fee

the factory that processes the goods cannot move

profile, different clients and a different debtors’

we have in the warehouse here now have been sold

– increased import duties – on bags from the Far

on. So then when you receive the invoice you fall

management. What we are also planning to do is

already and are waiting for clients to claim them.”

East. Things like that are often in the bag already

off your chair: four hours late cost you 10,000 euros,

emphasize our strong sides even more, such as

before you have even heard of the issue. Brussels

while you were earning 2,000 euro. That is not

super-fast delivery to very difficult destinations.

is very good at that. Or they send you a new set of

funny. You do not feel like being nice anymore and

If someone phones, let’s say, who needs 400,000

rules and it will take effect next month. If I tell you

it takes all your self-control not to react in a violent

printed bags in Novorossiysk ten days from now, we

that sometimes the road from order to delivery takes

manner. If in cases like this you still bring things to a

make that happen. Nobody else can do this”.

three months, you will understand that this poses

good conclusion, you’ve got a skill that makes your

problems for us. Now, the whole anti-dumping

company tremendously different”.
Combining Forces

issue has been reverted, but that situation lasted

Interjute has been around for fifty years now, a good

for years. In connection with China this meant 92%
(!) additional import duties, while this was done to

We Scored Very Well

reason for a big party. Ed and Ron: “Both of us have

protect a production in Europe that was way too

When you do business all over the world you must

been  working for more than twenty years at the

costly already and was about to die anyway. We are

make sure to have good connections everywhere.

company started by Arend Wessels in 1958. We both

lucky that a great deal of our bags go in transit, thus

That is why Interjute has  opened  several branch

hope that Interjute will live to be one hundred years

remaining exempt from import duties. Outsiders

offices. There was an Interjute office in Moscow

old. Until this day, looking for new markets continues

have no idea how many of these politically coloured

from 1990 till 2003. In France, too, Interjute had

to be the guiding principle as we map out our future.

decisions influence our trade. Examples abound. It

an establishment for more than 10 years with a

But it is also conceivable that companies in the bag

happens that a destination country in Africa raises

factory of its own where bags were printed as well

field will unite and combine forces. It still holds true

import duties by 20% overnight. Interjute can cross

as an office. Due to market developments these

that two heads are better than one. However that

off that country from their list, because from one

establishments have been closed. “We do our best

may be, we do our best to keep Interjute going as

day to the other you cannot compete with the local

to have people everywhere, but the world is big and

long as possible and we are looking ahead with great

producers anymore.”

wide”, says Ed. “Besides our main office in Hulst (the

interest to see what the future will bring.”

Netherlands), we have an establishment in Cadiz
(Spain). In Bucharest we have somebody who works
Enormous Responsibilities

for us full-time. We have a network of agents that

So many countries, so many rules. For Ron and Ed

extends from South America to North Africa. This

this means that they have to be on their guard all the

is all quite manageable, but we also have clients in

time, for they always guarantee their clients that they

areas that you cannot drive to in a couple of hours

will deliver at the time agreed on. And of course they

and where you cannot send an agent when things

Crucial Question

always want to keep these promises. Ed: “Everything

threaten to go wrong. Take East Africa for example.

Interjute always sees it as a challenge to get the

may seem to go smoothly during a shipment and

That is a destination where a lot of fertilizer is going

bags to their destination as quickly as possible. It

then you are suddenly told that the goods are being

at the moment. These are government tenders and

would appear to an outsider that all you have to do

held at customs. They say the documents are not in

at a certain moment they are sub-tendered. The

for this is see to it that you have large quantities of

order. Although this is beyond your control, clients

tenders that are issued are for 25,000 tonne ships

